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OBJECTIVE OF THE WORKSHOP:OBJECTIVE OF THE WORKSHOP:

 “To elaborate draft technical guidance on methodologies for
adjustments under Article 5.2 of the Kyoto Protocol” (21/CP.7)

   Focusing on:

    a) methodological and technical issues relating to the identification and
development of possible methodologies for adjustments, taking into account
the specific circumstances of each IPCC sector

     b)  the structure and elements of  the draft technical guidance



Why is this possible (I)?:Why is this possible (I)?:

    The participants constitute a well balanced mix of experts whose
collective skills will ensure that the proposal of draft technical
guidance prepared here will be accepted by Parties.

     Representatives from 35 Parties / 2 IGOs  / 2 NGOs

                   Funded:           13 Non- Annex Parties
                                              4 EIT
            Non-funded:           18  Annex II Parties

    Almost all Parties or group of Parties which actively participated in
the 578 negotiations in the past are present.



Why is this possible (II)?:Why is this possible (II)?:

                 40   national inventory experts

                 27  participated in the IPCC GPG report

                 27  participated in the technical review of GHG inventories

                 23  participated in the negotiations on 578 guidelines

    40  expert/participants have more than one of these attributes and
many experts have relevant experience in each of the IPCC sectors.



Main tasks (I):Main tasks (I):

• Develop  appropriate approaches and methodologies to calculate
adjustments for different source categories;

• Develop hierarchical orders or decision trees to guide the adjustment
calculations through the different approaches in accordance with the
specific circumstances of the sector (source-categories), if possible;

•  Identify appropriate drivers for different sectors and source categories,
      if possible;

•  Assess the implications of adjustments on the consistency of time
      series, if any.



Main tasks (II):Main tasks (II):

• Consider technical and methodological issues aimed at ensuring that
adjustments are calculated in a conservative manner;

• Develop methods that ensure consistency, comparability and
transparency of adjustments and that are practical and efficient in the use
of resources (mainly human).



Main documents (I):Main documents (I):

  WP1:  History and compilation of what has happened so far.

   It relates to one of the key elements from the note of the Chairman:

    The principles stated in operative paragraphs 2 to 11 of the CMP
decision on adjustments ( on nature, objectives, calculation and
application procedures) reflect the agreement of Parties and should
provide guidance in your deliberations.



Main documents (II):Main documents (II):

  WP2:  Elements for a draft technical guidance on methodologies for
             adjustments.

    It is intended to support the discussions without prejudging the outcome
    of the workshop. It relates to another of the key elements from the note

of the Chairman:

    I believe that the decisions adopted in Marrakech and the views
expressed by Parties on this complex methodological matter have been
properly reflected in this document.  I instructed the co-chairs to use it
as a starting point for the discussions at this workshop.

 



 Other key elements (I): Other key elements (I):

• Last resort:  There are not expected to be many adjustments, but the
mechanism to apply them should be in place.

• Not a punishment:  Adjustments are not aimed to punish any Party, but
they should be conservative (only temporarily) to avoid unjustifiable
advantages.



 Other key elements (II): Other key elements (II):

• As simple as possible:  Adjustments should be prepared in eight weeks
from the long distance, but consistency, comparability and transparency
in their calculation should be ensured.

• Not all problems need to be adjusted:  There are many potential
inventory problems, but only those that affect the accounting of emission
inventories and assigned amounts (overestimating emissions in the base
year or underestimating them in a year of the commitment period)
should be adjusted.



 Other key elements (III): Other key elements (III):

• Source-category characteristics: They should be assessed and
considered in recommending methods (including decision
trees and drivers, if any) and in applying conservativeness, but
those methods are only aimed to be used as a guide because
they can not be sufficiently comprehensive to cover all
possible cases.

• Collaboration ERT-Parties:  a key element for avoiding and
dealing with adjustments that should be promoted by all
(Parties, ERT including lead reviewers and secretariat).



 Experiences of the review process (I) Experiences of the review process (I)

    One year of intensive review of inventories is a source of valuable
information for the consideration of potential adjustments, but is not
sufficient to find answers to all possible questions.

   a)  30 Parties were reviewed but they did not have opportunity yet to
        solve the identified problems;
   b) it is still not clear what methods to calculate adjustments will be used

or procedures for applying conservativeness will be considered,
endorsed, or adopted.

.



 Experiences of the review process (II) Experiences of the review process (II)

  The secretariat may conduct further work upon
your/SBSTA request such as:

   a) identification of potential adjustable problems;
   b) application of methods or conservativeness procedures;
   c) methodological assessment of different options.

    but it may be difficult to have a complete data assessment
for SBSTA 17. Some tasks may require more time.



How do we intend to work (I)?How do we intend to work (I)?
  Plenary:          Elaboration of the technical guidance

  I. Objectives; II. General approach; III. Methods (A: choice of
methods,  B: details on the general methods )

   (today morning after the Q&A  and afternoon).
   III. Methods (C: procedures, reporting, conservativeness)

(tomorrow morning)

     Endorsement, rejection, or suggestions for modifications of the WP
2 structure and paragraphs and definition what should be
forwarded to the sectoral working groups and/or to further work.



How do we intend to work (II)?How do we intend to work (II)?

 Working groups:   Elaboration of sectoral specific guidance

 1) Energy (including fugitive emissions)                                   KR, SA/   Stelios
 2) Industrial processes (including HFCs, PFCs and SF6)        MR, WA/  James
 3) Agriculture                                                                               EC, JP /   Rocio
 4) Waste                                                                                        AJ, KM /  Roberto
            (tomorrow afternoon (late?) and first part of Friday morning)

    In general, at source-category level.  Identification of
recommended/non recommended methods,  possible
elaboration of decision trees and  drivers, special
consideration to specifics of each source- category.



How do we intend to work (III)?How do we intend to work (III)?

    Plenary (last day):   General consideration of sectoral
findings and its inclusion into the general guidance (second
half of the morning)

    Final considerations, further work and conclusions
(afternoon)

       Key element for success: time management in plenary and
      working groups (need to be brief and concise)



How do we intend to work (IV)?How do we intend to work (IV)?

    This is a technical workshop, not a forum for negotiations.

    Endorse, reject or modify slightly the text, but line by line
negotiations are not needed  Your views will be compiled
and disagreements recorded, as the Chairman of the
SBSTA indicated

    If political differences arise, try to solve only the related
methodological issues, but do not spend time in trying to
solve political differences here. 



What outcome is expected ?What outcome is expected ?

• A concise report of the workshop + an annex with
    a well-advanced draft technical guidance.

• A clear identification of the required further work and a
feasible timetable for it.

•  Good support from workshop participants to the draft
guidance document and conclusions to facilitate its
agreement by all Parties at the SBSTA.


